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5.6 INSTALLATION OF CDOCS SERVER

The server portion of the CDOCS system is distributed on four 8-mm tapes for the Solaris 2.3
operating system. It is assumed that dependent software packages such as ORACLE and TOPIC have
been properly installed and tested according to the package's native documentation. The following steps
describe the server installation using the four 8-mm distribution tapes.

1. Untar the first tape, labeled "CDOCS System Source Code" into the preferred directory
used for software configuration management (e.g., cd install dir; tar -xvf /dev/rmt/0).
Because the precompiled system makes no direct use of the source code, the location is
not critical to execution.

2. Untar the second tape, labeled "CDOCS System Runtime Executables" into the preferred
directory. All server processes, as well as client processes execute from these directories.
Therefore, all CDOCS processes need access to this subdirectory structure. This tape
provides not only the server processes and scripts (such as the batch and server
processes) but also the client processes for all of the supported platforms.

3. The owner of all objects in the TOPIC database is topic4O and belongs to the topic group
(userid 7770, groupid 201). Ensure that this account exists before manipulating any files
from Step 4.

4. Untar the third tape, labeled "CDOCS System Database" into the destination directory.
That directory should be at the root level of a 2-GB partition dedicated to the database
only. The name of the destination directory (eg prodI or NMSS) must be identical to the
name of the database specified in the system .ini files that are used to startup the server
process.

5. Untar the fourth tape, labeled "CDOCS ORACLE Database Dump" into a preferred
location, such as /tmp. These files are used to create the database object for the CDOCS
database owner.

6. The owner of all database objects is rpdocs (p/w ichiban, see Chapter 6). Use the
appropriate ORACLE utilities to import the objects owned by rpdocs into the ORACLE
database using the files from Step 5.

7. Edit the server .ini files, located in the subdirectory:

prefereddirectory/runtime_executables/samson solaris installs/server

underneath the executables installation directory, to include appropriate values for
database name, synchronization, etc. as directed in the comments within that .ini file.
Remember, the NRC should operate the 207 process in order to properly synchronize
with the CNWRA 206 process.

8. Start the server process as documented in Chapter 2.
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9. The batch operation will read the server .ini files for its proper startup values. A cron
job will need to be added to run batch every night after local backup operations are
complete. The batch command is documented in Chapter 2.

For further discussion of startup parameters for server and batch processes, please see Chapters
2, 7, and 8, and specifically the read.me files in Chapter 4 that document those processes.
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